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Abstract—In this paper, a physics-based framework is presented to visualize the human tongue deformation. The tongue is modeled

with the Finite Element Method (FEM) and driven by the motion capture data gathered during speech production. Several novel

deformation visualization techniques are presented for in-depth data analysis and exploration. To reveal the hidden semantic

information of the tongue deformation, we present a novel physics-based volume segmentation algorithm. This is accomplished by

decomposing the tongue model into segments based on its deformation pattern with the computation of deformation subspaces and

fitting the target deformation locally at each segment. In addition, the strain energy is utilized to provide an intuitive low-dimensional

visualization for the high-dimensional sequential motion. Energy-interpolation-based morphing is also equipped to effectively highlight

the subtle differences of the 3D deformed shapes without any visual occlusion. Our experimental results and analysis demonstrate the

effectiveness of this framework. The proposed methods, though originally designed for the exploration of the tongue deformation, are

also valid for general deformation analysis of other shapes.

Index Terms—Deformable model, tongue, finite element method, modal analysis

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

A realistic and effective visualization of the human
tongue for specific speech tasks is of importance in the

domain of speech research and has numerous potential
applications. For example in the rehabilitation of speech
disorders, the visualized 3D tongue motion could provide a
visual model that would help an individual achieve the
correct position of the tongue during the production of
various speech sounds.

The tongue is an interior muscular organ and its
movement during the production of speech sounds is
subtle and swift. A complete production of an individual
Consonant-Vowel (CV) syllable takes only tenths of a
second. Hence, ordinary optical devices or imaging mod-
alities such as video cameras or CT imaging may not be
sufficient for the real-time motion acquisition of the tongue.
Furthermore, creating a realistic visual representation of
tongue movement based on the collected experimental data
is also a challenging problem. The anatomical structure of
the tongue is quite complex, requiring four intrinsic and
four extrinsic muscles to be tightly coordinated during
normal speech sound production [29], [40]. The question of
what specific mechanism is responsible for the precise

coordination of tongue movement during speech produc-
tion continues to be of significant interest for speech
researchers. As a result, modeling tongue motion for a
specified speech task is not common in previous research.

To address these challenges, we propose a novel
visualization framework which combines the motion
capture (mocap for short in the rest of this paper) technique
and the physics-based modeling strategy. The movement of
the tongue was tracked with mocap sensors with high
sampling frequency (100 Hz). The number of available
mocap sensors that we can place on the subject was limited
as too many sensors placed on the tongue could severely
impede the regular pronunciation. Thus, the collected
mocap data are not able to represent the entire 3D geometry
of the tongue. Fortunately, this disadvantage is compen-
sated for by the adopted physics-based deformable model.
The deformation of the tongue can be simulated with the
appropriate external stimuli, the activations from various
muscle groups [35], [41]. However, detecting and recording
internal muscle tension would require invasive instrumen-
tation, (e.g., hook-wire EMG) that is not feasible for most
applications. Alternatively, we embed the collected mocap
data into the finite element mesh of the tongue and deform
the mesh so that the nodes corresponding to the sensors
comply with the real mocap data. The necessary constraint
forces applied to the constrained nodes (which correspond
to the unknown Lagrange multipliers as in [34]), instead of
muscular activations, drive forward the deformation.

We also present a novel deformable shape segmentation
algorithm in this framework to reveal the in-depth semantic
information of the tongue deformation. This technique
segments a given deformable model into partitions based
on its deformation pattern. The segmentation is achieved by
constructing deformation subspaces and fitting the segmented
deformable model to the target deformation locally within
the subspaces. The users can comprehend the “trend” of the
deformation and some in-depth analysis is made possible
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based on the visualized information. For example, commu-
nication scientists could identify the regional behavior
abnormality of the tongue more easily with this technique.

The elastic energy of the deformation is leveraged as a
pseudoshape metric mapping the high-dimensional mesh
motions to the 2D energy-time domain for a low-dimensional
visual representation. With this energy-based visualization,
users can easily obtain a general understanding of the
differences among various tongue deformations. The more
detailed 3D shape comparisons between two specific frames
are visualized with a novel morphing algorithm. The two 3D
deformed shapes under comparison, namely, the source
deformation and the target deformation constitute the first and
last frame of the animation and the deformation morphs from
the source to the target smoothly. This guarantees an
occlusion-free visual perception of the shape differences.
Furthermore, a layout with fully synchronized 2D, 3D, as well
as side-by-side multiple small views is adopted which
delivers comprehensive visual feedback to the user.

Overall, the contributions of this work can be summar-

ized as follows:

. A physics-based deformable tongue visualization
framework is presented using the finite element
method (FEM) driven by mocap data. This approach
constructs an intuitive 3D animation of the tongue
for a specified speech task and delivers enriched
visual information.

. A novel deformable shape segmentation algorithm is
presented in this framework. The segmentation is
computed by constructing deformation subspaces at
each segment and fitting the segmented model to the
target deformation locally within the subspaces. We
extend the local rigid subspace to the local constraint
subspace, which ensures the interface compatibility
between segments. It can be further extended to
incorporate additional user-specified constraints of
the deformable model.

. A comparative visualization of deformation se-
quences based on the elastic energy is also pre-
sented. In addition, a deformation morphing tool is
integrated into the proposed framework, which can
generate a smooth animation to enable pairwise
visual comparison between 3D deformations with an
occlusion-free fashion.

Although we are targeting tongue deformation analysis
in this paper, the proposed visualization techniques can
also be used for other applications involving general
deformable shape analysis.

The rest part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly reviews the related literature. Section 3 describes the
gathering and preprocessing of the mocap data. Section 4
summarizes the physics-based deformation modeling algo-
rithm adopted in this framework. Section 5 presents a new
deformation segmentation method in detail which is helpful
for domain experts to intuitively identify general deforma-
tion pattern of the deformed tongue shape. In Section 6,
experimental results and analysis are highlighted with the
introduction of some additional features of the framework,
(e.g., the low-dimensional energy-based visualization and
morphing). Finally, some potential future works are dis-
cussed in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

The human tongue is critical for speech production. Inves-
tigating its behavior and contribution to speech production
has been of interest to researchers in linguistics, phonetics,
and physiology. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has
been used as the data source [2], [3] for reconstructing static
3D tongue shapes. To capture the tongue motion, three
sagittal directions of MRI images [37] have been used to
record the 2D contours of tongue in three sagittal planes.
However, the MRI acquisition frequency is still too low for
catching the subtle tongue motion during real speech
production. In addition, it is also very difficult to reconstruct
the complete 3D shapes of the tongue, since its shapes are only
imaged at three sagittal planes. X-ray imaging systems [36]
have higher temporal resolution. However, they expose the
speaker to radiation. Ultrasound systems [33], [36] have also
been widely used for modeling tongue movements. How-
ever, they are unable to track the motion of the tongue tip [22],
[38] because of the air gaps that surround it.

Biomechanical models of the tongue with physics-based
FEM is a widely used method [5], [13], [14], [42]. In most
existing literature [10], [13], [35], [41], the deformation of
the tongue is driven by muscle activations. Although
interesting results have been reported with this method, it
is still difficult to simulate the tongue motion for the
specified speech tasks, since it is very challenging to figure
out how the different muscle groups act for various speech
productions. Conversely, inverse-dynamics technique that
builds the unknown motion based on preknown constraints
[34] has obvious advantages on this challenge. With this
technique, the mocap data can be used as position
constraints to the deformable model: the nodes on the
tongue mesh corresponding to the mocap sensors always
mirror the sensors’ movement, while continuum mechanics
governs the deformation of the rest of the tongue to create a
convincing visual simulation of the tongue’s movement. In
fact, the constraint-driven deformable model has been
widely used for computer animation [24], [43].

Recent research indicates that the deformation of the
tongue could be as large as 200 percent in compression and
160 percent in elongation [12], which suggests the linear
finite element method based on the hypothesis of small
deformation may not be appropriate. The linear strain
tensor is commonly used in deformable modeling for its
computational efficiency. This type of deformable model is
known as linear elasticity or linear deformation. A well-
known drawback associated with the usage of the linear
tensor is that it is inept for rotational deformation as the
linear strain tensor generates inappropriate strains when
the object undergoes rotation. Stiffness warping [25] is a
good solution to this problem, where a local nodal rotation
component is evaluated and added back to the dynamical
motion integral. Existing literature of tongue modeling
shows that the tongue deformation is locally smooth and
continuous during speech. This finding indicates the
potential feasibility of using modal reduction [28] to speed
up the simulation, since the high-frequency vibrations are
not likely to occur in speech production. A real-time
computed tongue deformation could make the framework
more practical for real applications such as language
training. Modal warping [7] unites the benefits of both
modal reduction and stiffness warping. The curl of the
deformation field is calculated and used to warp the linear
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deformation. This warping technique excels in its indepen-
dence to time integration and provides an expedient map
from any linear deformation to a well-estimated warped
deformation. This technique is adopted in our framework
to simulate the deformation of the tongue.

Another innovative feature of our framework is the
equipped tool of deformation segmentation. Although
many works have been published on mesh segmentation
[31], most existing works are based on static geometry by
computing certain feature descriptors targeting the surface
mesh. Our algorithm differs from these works as it is
applied to the physics-based deformation sequence and
segments the volumetric mesh according to local deforma-
tion subspace. Local deformation modes [8] are adopted to
construct the low-ranked subspace of deformation. The
subspace spans deformations with less variation, which are
considered “uniform.” Huang et al. [19] used only the low-
frequency eigenmodes of the Hessian of a deformation
energy to span the deformation subspace, which is
fundamentally equivalent to the use of the rigid subspace
in this paper. We extend the rigid subspace to constraint
subspace, so that the segment interface compatibility and
users’ selected constraints can be accommodated. The
computed segmentation highlights local semantic informa-
tion behind the tongue deformation sequences.

Occlusion-free visual comparison between deformations
is also made possible with deformation morphing. As
deformation is associated with 3D geometry, occlusion is
almost inevitable when multiple deformations are dis-
played together. Even with multiple side-by-side viewports
rendering individual deformations simultaneously, subtle
differences in deformations may still be difficult to visually
discern. Our method complements other physics-based
morphing algorithms [4], [17], [18], [44] as it is based on
modal displacement interpolation and integrated into
modal reduction with high computational efficiency. For
shape morphing, rotation typically needs to be separately
handled [4], [39]. Similarly, we only blend linear modal
deformations and the rotation is computed based on the
blended linear part afterward.

3 MOTION DATA COLLECTION AND

PREPROCESSING

Based on the literature review [35], [37], [38] we believe
that the higher strain is likely to happen at the lateral
edges of the tongue blade and the midsagittal direction.
Accordingly, mocap sensors were placed on the surface of
the tongue in a rhombus configuration as shown in Fig. 1.
Specifically, two sensors were placed at the midline 1 cm
and 3 cm from the tip of the tongue. Two other sensors

were placed 2 cm from the tip of the tongue and 1 cm from
the left and right edge of the tongue, respectively. In this
study, we only focus on the tongue’s relative deformation
to the jaw. Therefore, the motion of the jaw was subtracted
from the mocap data. As reported in literature [27], the
jaw’s motion leads to a rigid translation. Accordingly, this
translation was tracked with an additional sensor placed at
the mandibular symphysis. The mocap system used in our
data collection was Wave Speech Research System from
Northern Digital, Inc. [26]. The motion of the sensors were
tracked at 100 Hz. Participants read instructions for the
speech tasks from a screen in their visual field. Elicited
tasks were CV syllable trains that were five syllables in
length, (e.g., /ta-ta-ta-ta-ta/) and each train was repeated
five times. Consonants produced includes /t/, /l/, /k/, /
r/. The vowel in each syllable train was /a/. Audio was
recorded using a head-mounted microphone and the
acoustic signals were temporally synchronized with the
x, y, and z coordinates of the tracked sensor motion. There
were totally seven subjects who participated in the data
collection including one male and one female native
English speakers and four male speakers whose first
language is not English. In addition, the tongue motion
data were also collected from one adult female with a
speech disorder (dysfluency).

3.1 Spatial Data Alignment

Instead of adapting the finite element mesh to real speakers’
tongue geometry [13], the raw mocap data were scaled to a
“standard” tetrahedral mesh. Simulating deformation on
one single target mesh facilitates shape comparison and
analysis. However, it could also induce simulation errors
due to the geometrical inconsistence between the used mesh
and the real tongue of the subjects. The finite element mesh
used in our framework is from ArtiSynth [9] which consists
of 1,803 nodes and 8,606 tetrahedral elements (Fig. 2a). Four
sensors, STT , STD, STL, STR are associated with four nodes,
PTT , PTD, PTL, and PTR on the tetrahedral mesh (Fig. 2b).
Each participant was asked to leave the tongue at rest for a
short period of time (about 5 seconds) and the average
positions of the sensors are used as the reference config-
uration of the tongue denoted with the superscript rest. At
each frame of the mocap data, the contribution of the jaw
motion is removed by subtracting the jaw’s displacement
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Fig. 1. The placement of the mocap sensors on the subject during data

collection.

Fig. 2. (a) The tetrahedral mesh used for the simulation and its spatial
relationship to the jaw shown as transparent. (b) The nodes correspond-

ing to the mocap sensors.
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with respect to its rest position at sensor SJ , the fifth sensor
placed at the mandibular symphysis.

Si  Si � ðSiJ � SrestJ Þ;

where superscript i simply denotes the frame index. After
that, a translation is applied so that the center of the four
sensors at rest positions and the center of their correspond-
ing nodes on the mesh overlap.

Next, two rotations pivoted at the center of the sensors
are applied to align SrestTT � SrestTD with PTT �PTD as well as
SrestTL � SrestTR with PTL �PTR. Finally, a uniform scaling, s is
performed so that the sum of the distance between each
sensor and its corresponding node on the tetrahedral mesh
is minimized

arg min
s

X
ksSrest �Pk;

which can be easily computed by taking the first order
derivative of the target function with respect to s. A
homogeneous matrix can be assembled composing all the
mentioned transformations which converts the raw mocap
data into the coordinate system of the tetrahedral mesh.

3.2 Temporal Segmentation

The raw mocap data were segmented into pieces such that
each piece corresponds to a complete production of one CV.
With the help of the recorded acoustic signal, each syllable
train was first identified and roughly parsed. Individual
productions of the CVs were more finely segmented using
the vertical displacement and its corresponding velocity
record from the most anterior tongue sensor (STT ).
Consonant release is defined as the velocity zero crossing
corresponding to the local maxima in the vertical displace-
ment record and the vowel displacement is defined as the
velocity zero crossing corresponding to the local minima
[15]. A full production was segmented from one consonant
release to another as shown in Fig. 3, where two red vertical
lines indicate the first and last frame for one complete
motion sequence corresponding to one production of /ta/.
The corresponding acoustic signals are shown in the top of
the figure. Only the second, third, and fourth out of the five
repeated syllables in each train were used because the first
and last productions in a train were produced with larger
displacements and longer durations. The processed mocap

data are used to drive the finite element mesh simulated
with modal warping.

4 DEFORMATION MODELING

In this section, we briefly review the linear deformable
model with modal analysis and modal warping while the
detailed derivations can be found in the related literature,
(e.g., [7], [28]).

The motion of the deformable tongue discretized with
finite element mesh can be expressed with Euler Lagrange

equation [11]:

M€uþC _uþKu ¼ f ; ð1Þ

where M, C, and K are the mass, damping, and stiffness
matrices determined by the material’s intrinsic physical
properties. Previous research [12], [13], [14], [41], indicates
that an isotropic modeling for the tongue is applicable as the
variation of Young’s modulus at different parts of the tongue
is very small [13]. The material parameters in our framework
follow the experimental work reported in [12] and [41].
Specifically, the Young’s modulus is set as 6,912 and the
Poisson’s ratio is set as 0.49. The column vectors u and f
represent concatenated nodal displacements and external
forces. If we solve a generalized eigenproblem, K� ¼M��,
and assemble a matrix � with the m eigenvectors corre-
sponding to first m smallest eigenvalues, a low-frequency
free vibration space (or called modal space) of rank m can be
constructed. The modal displacement, q is related with its
spatial counterpart by u ¼ �q. Substituting it into (1)
followed by a premultiplication of �> leads to

Mq€qþCq _qþKqq ¼ f q; ð2Þ

which can be considered as a modal version of (1). Mq is an
identity matrix and Kq is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues.
Cq can be considered as a linear combination of Mq and Kq

under Rayleigh damping condition, e.g., Cq ¼ �Mq þ �Kq. �
and � are set as 6.22 and 0.11, respectively, as reported in
[12] and [41]. In order to accommodate rotational deforma-
tion with linear strain tensor, Choi and Ko [7] proposed a
modal version of corotational deformable model called
modal warping. At each time frame t, the nonlinear
deformation ~uðtÞ is approximated as the accumulation of
a linear deformation mended by a small local rotation:
~u ¼ ~R�q, where ~R is the accumulated nodal rotation.

Decoupling (2) results in a linear system with the form of
A€q ¼ b. For instance, the Newmark-average acceleration

method [20] will have A ¼Mq þ h
2 Cq þ h2

4 Kq and b ¼ f q �
Cq _q� �Kqq

�, where _q� ¼ _q� þ h
2
€q� and q� ¼ q� þ h _q� þ

h2

4
€q� are two predictors. The superscript “�” denotes the

values in previous time frame. The modal displacements
and velocities can be computed through

q ¼ q� þ h
2

4
€q;

_q ¼ _q� þ h
2

€q;

8><
>: ð3Þ

h is the time interval between two frames and set as
0.01 second according to the actual data sampling rate of the
mocap sensor.
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Fig. 3. Temporal segmentation of the mocap data corresponding to /ta/.

Top: audio waveform. Bottom: the vertical displacement of the tongue tip

sensor. Vertical lines are zero crossings in the velocity record to assist

with parsing.
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Nodes corresponding to sensors are constrained accord-
ing to the normalized mocap data such as ~Rs�sq ¼ c,
where ~Rs and �s are submatrices of ~R and � correspond-
ing to the Degrees Of Freedom (DOFs) of sensor nodes and
c is the values which the constrained DOFs must satisfy
with. In addition to the sensor nodes, we also set five
anchor nodes on the mesh as in Fig. 4. The anchor nodes are
fixed during the simulation. They are chosen corresponding
to two major attachments of the tongue: the hyoid and jaw.
All the linear constraint equations can be integrated into (2)
with Lagrange multiplier method.

In reality, the volume of the tongue tissue remains
constant during speech as it is composed mostly of water,
which is incompressible. As a result, the incompressible
constraint is sometimes adopted in previous published
works [35]. However, this nonlinear constraint is not
applied in our simulation as our experiments indicate that
the volume change with modal warping is very small (less
than 1 percent in most of the cases as shown in Fig. 5).

5 SEGMENTATION OF DEFORMED SHAPES

For a simple 2D example of a curve as shown in Fig. 6, one
may fast identify that the target curve roughly has three
parts and each part can be well approximated by a straight
line segment. When targeting a complex 3D deformation
over volumetric mesh consisting of thousands of elements,
demonstrating such regional deformation feature is ob-
viously much more challenging. However, domain scien-
tists often expect such information. For instance, they may
suspect the subject has a certain unique tongue movement
due to the native language, gender or pathological
abnormality when producing a particular speech sound.
Effectively highlighting and visualizing such information
could be of help for the in-depth speech analysis. Motivated

by such requirement, we propose a novel physics-based
deformation segmentation algorithm. Similar to using the
line segments to fit the curve as in Fig. 6, we use the low-
ranked deformation to fit the target deformation locally and
find out the segmentation with the best approximation.

Before the detailed description of the segmentation
algorithm, several terminologies are defined first for the
further convenience: 1) a partition P is a face-connected
subset of a tetrahedral mesh T . The face-connection
between elements means two tetrahedra are connected if
and only if they are sharing one triangle face; 2) a one-ring-
neighbor of P, denoted by NP1 , is a set of tetrahedra that do
not belong to any partitions such that any tetrahedron in
NP1 is connected with a tetrahedron in P.

The general segmentation, as illustrated in Algorithm 5.1,
begins with several initial seeding partitions Si specified by
the user. All the partitions are expanded by including their
one-ring-neighbors. An approximated deformation ~uP is
computed to locally fit the target deformation uP at each
expanded partition. ~uP is computed within a low-ranked
subspace which suggests that the DOFs associated with ~uP
is small. The target deformation is considered locally
uniform if it is well fitted by ~uP . The quality of the local
fitting is measured with the partition approximation error
eP that can be computed as

eP ¼
k~uP � uPk2

VP
; ð4Þ

where VP is the volume of the partition at the rest shape.
Only the expansion of the partition with minimum error is
kept while all the rest partitions rollback to their un-
expanded status. The competition for expansion among
partitions continues till every element of the mesh is
assigned with a partition.

Algorithm 5.1. Greedy Segmentation

1: for all Pi do

2: Pi  Si // initialization

3: end for

4: while T has un-partitioned tetrahedra do

5: for all Pi do

6: Pi  Pi þNPi1

7: Mi  NPi1 // backup NPi1

8: compute ~uPi with local deformation modes

9: compute ePi
10: end for

11: j ijminðePiÞ
12: for all i; i 6¼ j do

13: Pi  Pi �Mi //rollback partitions

14: end for

15: end while
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Fig. 4. Five anchor nodes on the tongue mesh at the rest configuration.

Fig. 5. Average volume change for each CV syllable.

Fig. 6. Simple segmentation examples on a 2D curve.
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We can also apply the algorithm on a sequence of
deformation, (e.g., a complete tongue motion corresponding
to one CV production). In this case, ~uP is computed for each
frame of the motion and the error evaluation (4) becomes an
energy-weighted summation over the whole sequence

eP ¼
P

iðUik~uiP � uiPk
2Þ

VP
P

i U
i

; ð5Þ

where the superscript i indicates the frame index. U is
the elastic energy of the deformed mesh which can be
computed as U ¼ 1

2 u>Ku. Under modal analysis, the
computation of U is significantly simplified if we replace
u with �q which yields

U ¼ 1

2
q>Kqq: ð6Þ

In order to compute ~uP , a low-rank local deformation
subspace needs to be constructed. The basis vectors of
the subspaces are called (local) modes which are essentially
the pre-computable displacements of the partitions. In the
following sections, we present two different types of local
modes, the rigid mode and the constraint mode, respectively.

5.1 Segmentation with Rigid Modes

The term rigid motion/displacement refers to a class of
displacements that do not induce any strain over the mesh.
All the rigid displacements of a partition P can be
represented using its rigid modes �Prig.

The rigid modes are the partition’s displacements
corresponding to the system response to the external
stimulus on the statically determinate or rigid DOFs of P.
We denote the set including all DOFs of the partition as IF
and the size of IF is nIF. For a partition with k nodes, nIF is
3k as each node has x; y, and z independent freedoms. Six
statically determinate DOFs (denoted by IR) can be picked
out with the following steps: for a boundary triangle face on
P with nodes n0;n1, and n2, the first three DOFs are the
x; y; z coordinates of n0; the 4th and 5th DOFs are chosen as
x- and y- coordinates of n1; and the last DOF is either x- or
y-coordinate of n2 (Fig. 7). If we slowly1 apply a unit
displacement to a DOF in IR while keeping the other five
DOFs in IR fixed, a set of static equilibrium equations can
be listed correspondingly (in order to simplify notation, the

superscript P indicating local variable for partition P is
omitted in the following formulations):

K �IR �IR K �IRIR

KIR �IR KIRIR

� �
� �IR

IIR

� �
¼ 0

0

� �
; ð7Þ

where �IR is the complement set of IR such that �IR ¼ IF� IR
and the stiffness matrix of the partition K is reorganized
according to the classification of the DOFs as the indexing
order of nodes on a finite element mesh is arbitrary. IIR is a
6� 6 identity matrix corresponding to the imposed unit
displacements on IR. It is noteworthy that the rigid mode
itself is a zero-strain displacement over the partition. Thus,
(7) has the form of K�rig ¼ 0 without any external force on
the right-hand side of the equation. � �IR is the unknown
responsive displacements at �IR and can be computed by
expanding only the first line of (7). Therefore, �rig can be
computed through

�rig ¼
� �IR

IIR

� �
¼ �K�1

�IR �IRK �IRIR

IIR

� �
: ð8Þ

For a given target deformation u, the approximated rigid
displacement ~urig that minimizes eP , or equivalently
minku� ~urigk2, can be computed with

~urig ¼ �rigð�>rig�rigÞ�1�>rigu: ð9Þ

The first row in Fig. 8 shows the segmentation results on an
example bar model. The target deformation is a bending
deformation at the middle part of the bar. Fitted with local
rigid modes, the target deformation is segmented into three
partitions based on user-specified initial seedings. At each
partition, a rigid body motion is used to approximate the
target deformation.

5.2 Segmentation with Constraint Modes

One obvious defect of rigid segmentation as we can see
from Fig. 8 is that the approximated rigid displacement do
not satisfy the interface compatibility. If we look back at our
2D curve example as mentioned at the beginning of this
section, this is analogous to fitting the target curve using
separate line segments (Fig. 6left). In some circumstances, a
continuous approximation is preferred, (e.g., Fig. 6right).
Hence, strain-incorporated local modes should be used
instead of the rigid modes.

As shown in Fig. 7, let IB denote the partition’s boundary
DOFs and its complement set is symbolled with II holding
only internal DOFs. The sizes of II and IB are nII and nIB,
respectively, and nII þ nIB ¼ nIF. Similar to rigid modes, we
slowly apply a unit displacement to one DOF in IB while
fixing the rest DOFs in IB. The constraint modes �con are the
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Fig. 7. DOF classification of the green partition of the bar model. All the
x; y, and z freedoms of the purple nodes are internal DOFs and all the
freedoms of the yellow nodes are boundary DOFs. The rest three nodes
represented with red, green, and blue cubes are the nodes containing
rigid DOFs.

1. “Slow” indicates the system response is static without the considera-
tion of inertia or acceleration.

Fig. 8. Segmentation results with rigid modes and constraint modes on
the bar whose middle portion is bent.
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corresponding responsive displacements of the partition
which can be computed by solving the following equili-
brium equations:

KIIII KIIIB

KIBII KIBIB

� �
�II

IIB

� �
¼ 0

f IB

� �
; ð10Þ

which yields

�con ¼
�II

IIB

� �
¼ �K�1

IIIIKIIIB

IIB

� �
: ð11Þ

where IIB is a nIB � nIB identity matrix. An approximated
deformation in constraint space ~ucon can be expressed with
constraint modes

~ucon ¼
~uII

~uIB

� �
¼ �conqcon ¼

�II

IIB

� �
qcon; ð12Þ

where qcon is the generalized constraint coordinate. For a
given target deformation u, it is expected that the
approximated deformation overlaps the target deforma-
tion at the boundary DOFs or, equivalently ~uIB ¼ uIB.
Expanding the bottom row of (12) yields qcon ¼ uIB.
Hence, the approximated constraint deformation can be
computed through

~ucon ¼ �conuIB: ð13Þ

The formulation of rigid modes (7) and constraint modes
(10) are very similar except that the triggered DOFs are
extended from statically determinate DOFs IR to the entire
boundary DOFs IB. The strain is also generated in constraint
equilibrium. Accordingly external forces at the boundary
f IB are necessary to move or fix the boundary DOFs as in the
right-hand-side of (10).

Additional user-specified constraints can also be incor-
porated into the segmentation. An example is the anchor
nodes on the tongue (Fig. 4): it is desirable that the
approximated deformations also have zero displacements
at these anchor nodes. Denote UU as the set of freedoms that
are constrained by the user. We can simply merge UU into IB
such that IB IBþUU and II II�UU. Because the bound-
ary freedoms always coincide with the target deformation,
the user-specified constraints will automatically be satisfied
when IU is classified as boundary DOFs.

5.3 Automatic Seeding and Postsegmentation
Adjustment

Different initial seedings could result in different final

segmentations. We would like to provide an objective

segmentation with as little user interference as possible.
The autoseeding algorithm starts with a single partition

which will span the whole mesh. Each element is assigned

an element error, eE :

eE ¼
k~uE � uEk2

VE
; ð14Þ

where ~uE and uE are 12� 1 vectors representing the

approximated and target displacements of the tetrahedral

element. VE is the volume of the element. The element with

highest eE indicates a location that the approximation of

current segmentation has the largest deviation from the

target. Naturally, it is to be chosen as the seed for a new

partition. After the new seeding is selected, we resegment

the whole mesh using Algorithm 5.1. This process continues

until the desired number of partitions is reached or the

approximation error is reduced to a certain level which can

be evaluated in terms of global error

eG ¼
k~u� uk2

V
; ð15Þ

where V is the volume of the mesh at rest shape. In our

experiment, we set this threshold as 5 percent eG. Fig. 9

shows the step-by-step snap shots of our autoseeding

algorithm running on the bar model with additional user-

specified constraint nodes placed on the two ends of the bar.
When segmentation is finished, extra refinement can be

performed in order to tune the resulting segmentation for a

lower global error. The postsegmentation adjustment is

straightforward: for each element connected by multiple

partitions, we compute e0G as if it were moved to its

neighboring partition. Because the boundary DOFs of the

partitions are changed due to the movement of the element,

e0G normally does not equal to eG. If e0G < eG, which

indicates an error-decreasing adjustment, the element swap

is accepted. Fig. 10 shows the step-by-step results of

applying postsegmentation adjustment to a segmentation.

The approximated deformation fits the target better after

each adjustment.
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Fig. 9. Segmentation results using autoseeding with user-specified
constraints. Two constrained nodes are added at both ends of the bar
model. New seeding is chosen based on the local error after prior
segmentation. The approximated deformation always coincides with the
target deformation at the constrained nodes.

Fig. 10. Sequence of snap shots of applying postsegmentation

adjustment. Each adjustment of boundary element results in a lower
global error.
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6 EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Experiments have been conducted in order to demonstrate
promising potential of the proposed framework with the
evaluation and feedbacks from the domain experts, includ-
ing a group of certified speech-language pathologists (two
of them are the coauthors Drs. Vick and Campbell).
Additional equipped features such as strain energy-based
visualization and shape morphing are presented in Sections
6.3 and 6.4, respectively.

6.1 Interface

Fig. 11 provides an overview of the interface of our
framework. Next to the main 3D view, we embed three
small grided auxiliary views with three different orthogonal
perspectives, top, front, and lateral, respectively. The raw
mocap data as well as the displacement, velocity, and
acceleration at each mocap sensor in the x, y, and z directions
are also visualized in the right portion of the interface. The
modal displacement is represented as a 3D surface with
color map in a tabbed view. In addition, the acoustic signal
and associated wave file can also be visualized and played.
All the views are fully linked such that user’s input in one
view is reflected in the rest of the views.

6.2 Synchronized Motion Replay and Evaluation

The animation of the tongue deformation is tightly coupled
with all the auxiliary views and synchronized with the
experimentally recorded sound wave. This visualization
strategy provides impressive and comprehensive aware-
ness of the tongue movement. The domain experts
confirmed the good potential and facilitation of the frame-
work for their speech clinics and researches.

Although we have a very sparse mocap sensor placement
over the tongue, the deformation simulated with the
proposed framework is informative. Fig. 12 shows the
sequences of snapshots of the 3D tongue shape from four
typical CV syllable productions: /k/ is a voiceless velar plosive
consonantal sound which is produced by obstructing the
airflow in the vocal tract. It is articulated mostly with the
back of the tongue; /r/, on the other hand is a common
voiced palato-alveolar affricate which is articulated with the
blade of the tongue behind the alveolar ridge forming
domed curly blade; /t/ is a voiceless dental plosive while /l/ is
a type of alveolar lateral approximant.

Due to the simplified simulation and geometric deviation
of the tongue among subjects, the simulated shapes could
differ from the real cases (for instance, /la/ in Fig. 12 has an
overcurved tip rise than normal). Unfortunately, quantita-
tive measurement over the movement of the tongue is
rather rare in previous works. Furthermore as reported in
[23], even for the Speech-Language Pathologists (SLPs), the
knowledge of the tongue placement is quite limited.
Accordingly, a user study was arranged with domain
experts for a general qualitative evaluation of the simulated
shapes. Five certified SLPs have participated in. We
recorded the simulated tongue motions corresponding to
each individual CV train (five repeated speech sound
productions) without any additional information, (e.g., no
audio, 2D energy curves). There were totally 40 animation
clips corresponding to four CV syllables, (e.g., /ka/, /ta/, /
la/ and /ra/) from both native and nonnative speakers.
20 clips of /ka/ and /ta/ were put as one group. The rest
20 clips of /la/ and /ra/ made up the other group. The
evaluation was performed pairwise at each clips group. The
average percentage of correct identification was 64 percent
for /ka/-/ta/ group and 100 percent for /la/-/ra/ group,
respectively. Our approach is able to produce a well-
estimated real-time 3D motion imaging. This largely
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Fig. 11. A snapshot of the user interface of the proposed system.

Fig. 12. Tongue deformation snapshots corresponding to different CV
syllables at 20th, 40th, 60th, and 80th frame in the motion.
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compensates for the SLPs’ poor knowledge of contact along
lateral margin [23].

The accuracy for /ka/ versus /ta/ is likely due to the
placement of the mocap sensors that drove the visualiza-
tion. The consonant /k/ is produced by raising the dorsum
of the tongue to the soft palate in order to occlude the
airflow and our sensor placement did not capture this
motion. For this reason, the visualization of /t/ (produced
by raising the tongue tip to the hard palate) was easily
confused with the visualization for /k/. Additional mocap
sensor(s) further back on the tongue surface could
contribute a better result.

6.3 Energy-Based Low-Dimensional Visualization

Although the tongue animation delivers enriched informa-
tion to the users, the animation-based visualization has
fundamental limitations for lateral visual comparisons [21],
[30]. A mapped low-dimensional visualization with Multi-
dimensional Scaling (MDS) [16] is a commonly used strategy
to handle this problem [6]. However, MDS normally
exhibits poor performance in visualizing sequential motion
data. As shown in Fig. 13 top, we map four motion
sequences to a 2D domain using MDS (with the iterative
majorization algorithm) and connect every two consecutive
frame with a line segment. The two dimensions for the low-
dimensional domain are essentially meaningless and the
user can hardly tell the relative deviations among four
motions at a given frame. Alternatively, we use a
straightforward dimension-reduction method in our frame-
work with 2D energy plots. The elastic energy used as a
pseudoshape metric for the deformed shapes can be fast
computed through (6). Consequently, each individual
motion sequence becomes a 2D energy-time curve aligned
along the time axis (Fig. 13 bottom).

The variation of the elastic energy curves also does a
good job in motion-level visual clustering to distinguish
different speech sounds. Fig. 14 displays nine curves which
correspond to three motions associated with CV syllables /

la/ and /ka/ from a native English speaker and a nonnative
speaker, respectively. Even for the user with less related
experience, it is easy to visually group these nine curves
into three clusters with the help of the energy curves: the
deformation energy for /la/ keeps going up during the
entire production while curves corresponding to /ka/ from
the native speaker has an obvious peak at the intermediate
portion of the production, which could be related with the
airflow break in the vocal tract when the tongue muscle is
stressed in order to hold the airflow. /ka/ from the
nonnative speaker has a weaker peak suggesting a different
speech habit.

6.4 Morphing between Deformed Shapes

Due to the occlusion among multiple 3D geometries,
effectively conveying the 3D shape difference is a challen-
ging visualization. This problem is partially resolved in our
framework by a simple yet effective morphing algorithm.
As linearly blending two rotational deformations does not
yield a valid intermediate rotation, most existing morphing
techniques devote special efforts to handling the rotation
components [1], [17], [39]. In this framework, we take
advantage of the linear deformable model and only
interpolate the linear part of the deformation that can be
represented with modal displacement. Assume the linear
modal displacements for source and target deformations
are q0 and q1, respectively. An intermediate linear modal
deformation, qt can be simply determined by qðtÞ ¼
tq0 þ ð1� tÞq1; 0 � t � 1, where t is the linear blending
parameter. Similar to modal warping, an appropriate
rotation is further applied to the blended linear deformation
afterwards. The color map is also employed to guide the
user’s attention toward the regions where larger shape
change occurs. The difference between the source and target
deformations for each element is computed with (14) and
the elements with high difference are colored with red and
the elements with low difference are colored with blue. We
linearize the cumulative distribution function of the element
differences in order to make an even distribution of the
color over the mesh.

Fig. 15 is an example of the proposed morphing
algorithm. The source deformation of the tongue gradually
morphs to the target deformation. With the axillary views,
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Fig. 13. Top: MDS computed with iterative majorization algorithm

generates unpleasant visualization as the sequential information is lost.

Bottom: energy-based curves provide better visual identification of the

deformation sequences that are aligned along the time axis.

Fig. 14. 2D energy-time curves greatly facilitate the comparative
visualization of multiple motion.
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the users are also able to observe the morphing from
different angles simultaneously as shown in Fig. 15 while
directly displaying the source and target deformations does
not deliver intuitive information of the shape difference
because of occlusion (Fig. 16).

6.5 Deformation Segmentation

The proposed segmentation algorithm highlights the
deformation pattern for the given shape. Fig. 17 shows
the results of our deformation segmentation algorithm
(Algorithm 5.1). The target deformation is set as the single
frame with the highest elastic energy from a motion of /
ta/. The first row in the figure consists of intermediate
results of the segmentation with rigid modes while the
second row is with the constraint modes. Three initial
seedings are chosen corresponding to the tongue tip and
the two locations with anchor nodes. The segmentation
with constraint modes approximates the target deforma-
tion with seamless interface attachment and is preferred.

Fig. 18 shows the results of the segmentation targeting the
deformation sequences from a native English speaker (top
row) and a speaker who stutters (bottom row). The proposed
automatic segmentation method is used so that no initial
seedings are specified and the threshold is set as 5 percent eG,
i.e., the segmentation stops when the approximation error
over the mesh is smaller than 5 percent of shape difference
between the approximated shape and the target deformation.
From the top row, which is the results of the native speaker, it

can be seen that /la/ requires a salient deformation at the tip
and blade parts of the tongue. /ka/ yields a more regular
deformation pattern such that only two partitions are
sufficient to approximate it with very small error. The
deformation pattern of /ra/ is somewhat similar to /la/ at
the tip part. However, /ra/ has a much stronger mid-back
tongue deformation. On the other hand if we look at the
segmentation results of the speaker with the communication
disorder as shown in the bottom row in Fig. 18, a completely
different deformation pattern is exhibited. For CVs /ra/ and
/la/ which need more tip movement, we can see an
asymmetric tip deformation and in both CVs, the right
portion of the tip is more irregular so that a partition has to be
assigned there. This unique deformation pattern may suggest
some morbid pronunciation habit of the speaker. In /ka/, the
tip deformation region is much larger than that of the native
speaker. This indicates the patient may experience difficulty
with the subtle control of the tongue tip. While the domain
experts confirm the potential of the proposed segmentation
technique for facilitating diagnosis and treatment of the
patients with communication disorder, a larger sample of
individuals with disorders would need to be gathered in
order to draw conclusions. The utility of this visualization
technique in future studies will help examine and character-
ize the speech motor control of disordered populations.

6.6 Time Performance

Our framework is implemented using Microsoft Visual C++
2010 on a Windows 7 PC with Intel Core2 Quad 2.4 GHz CPU,
8 GB DDR2 RAM, and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 8800 GPU with
768 MB DDR3 VRAM. GPU acceleration [7], [45] is used in the
simulation of deformations based on the normalized mocap
data, which gains a threefold boost in terms of Frames Per
Second (FPS). With 100 modal bases, the simulation runtime
FPS is 36.3. Real-time simulated tongue shape could be very
useful for many applications such as language training,
where vocal misbehaviors can be timely identified and
corrected. Table 1 shows the detailed time performance for
the techniques used in this framework.
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Fig. 15. Snap shots of the proposed morphing algorithm: the source and target deformations are two individual frames from the motions of /la/ and /

ka/, respectively. The morphing provides an intuitive visual awareness of the 3D shape difference with a occlusion-free style.

Fig. 16. Occlusion prevents intuitive visualization of shape difference.
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this framework, we start from the mocap data collected
during human speech production, reconstruct and visualize
the 3D volumetric deformation of the human tongue with
constrained modal warping. In addition, several techniques
are presented to further explore the modeled 3D deforma-
tion including deformation segmentation, energy-based
comparative visualization and morphing. Our experimental
results confirm the promising functionality and effective-
ness of our framework.

However, there are still many limitations in the current
stage of this work. First, the placement of the mocap sensors
is very sparse at the blade portion of the tongue. It is
because the dorsal part of the tongue is hardly reachable
and very difficult to be attached with accurate position
specification. As a result, dorsal consonants may not able to
be accurately simulated with our framework as these types
of consonants (e.g., /g/, /y/ or /w/) are articulated with
the mid body of the tongue. Our evaluation also confirms
with this shortcoming. To facilitate the lateral shape
comparison across subjects or different speech sounds, we
did not use subject-specified mesh. The deviation between
the real geometry of the subject’ tongue and the mesh used
for modeling could also lead to unnatural results. The

proposed simulation has made a significant simplification
of the elastic model because all the visualization and the
following analysis are created from only five mocap
sensors. The advantage of such system configuration is
obvious: it is cost-efficient; the equipment set-up is
straightforward; and the experiment can be repeated easily
while the result is qualitative correct and visually intuitive.
However, how such simplification affects the final accuracy
of the simulation remains largely unknown to us, as we lack
a mechanism for a quantitative evaluation of the simulated
deformation. This raises several possible follow-up studies
on this topic, e.g., How to place the limited number of
sensors to obtain the best simulation result or should the
placement of the sensors differ for different speech
production? In the future, we will incorporate the analysis
from different source data and make a comprehensive
quantitative evaluation.

Speech production is a complex biomechanical procedure
involving the coupling of jaw, tongue, velum, vocal tract,
hyoid and many other related bony and muscular structures
[46]. A more complex model may be more appropriate for
speech analysis including the interaction of these compo-
nents [35]. Incorporating the modeling of a real communica-
tion scenario is another very challenging but interesting
direction for future research where a user-specific tongue
model is more suitable than normalizing the mocap data to a
uniform model. In addition, some derived parameters are
also quite important based on the simulated deformation,
such as the estimation of the muscle activation [32], which is
difficult to measure directly with regular equipment.
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